End-user interactive machine learning is a promising tool for enhancing human capabilities with large data. Recent work has shown that we can create end-user interactive machine learning systems for specific applications. However, we still lack a generalized understanding of how to design effective end-user interaction with interactive machine learning systems. My dissertation work aims to advance our understanding of this question by investigating new techniques that move beyond naïve or ad-hoc approaches and balance the needs of both end-users and machine learning algorithms. Although these explorations are grounded in specific applications, we endeavored to design strategies independent of application or domain specific features. As a result, our findings can inform future end-user interaction with machine learning systems.
INTRODUCTION
End-user interactive machine learning is the process by which people define concepts that can be recognized by an intelligent system. These concepts provide the building blocks needed for configuring complex automated behaviors on large data sets. People define concepts by iteratively providing examples of objects matching a desired concept and inspecting feedback presented by the system to illustrate its current understanding ( Figure 1 ). Defining concepts via examples enables end-user personalization of intelligent systems while circumventing the interpretation or manipulation of low-level computational representations.
Recent work has demonstrated several applications of enduser interactive machine learning systems. Fails and Olsen's Crayons supports interactive training of pixel classifiers for image segmentation in camera-based applications [6] . Dey et al.'s a CAPpella system enables end-user training of a machine learning system for context detection in sensorequipped environments [5] . Ritter and Basu demonstrate interactive machine learning in complex file selection tasks [12] . Each of these provides initial evidence of the utility of interactive machine learning, but we still lack a generalized understanding of how to design effective end-user interaction with interactive machine learning systems. For instance, which examples should a person provide to efficiently train the system? How should the system illustrate its current understanding? How can a person evaluate the quality of the system's current understanding in order to better guide it toward the desired behavior?
A traditional active learning approach to interaction can meet the needs of the machine learning system by forcing a person to label training examples that provide the greatest information gain. However, treating a person like a passive information oracle can create a frustrating user experience [4, 9] . On the other hand, a design that neglects the needs of the learning system in favor of end-user flexibility may be equally frustrating if an end-user cannot effectively meet their goals. Effective solutions must therefore balance the needs of both the end-user and the machine learning.
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The goal of my dissertation work is to advance our understanding of how end-users can effectively interact with machine learning systems by exploring new interaction strategies in a variety of compelling applications. This paper highlights our explorations to date in a Web image search application [1, 2, 7] . I then briefly summarize our recent and ongoing research in designing effective end-user interactive machine learning for computer network alarm triage [3] and access control in social networks.
WEB IMAGE SEARCH
CueFlik is an end-user interactive machine learning system developed to support Web image search [7] . CueFlik allows end-users to interactively define visual concepts (e.g., "product photos", "pictures with quiet scenery", "pictures with bright psychedelic colors") for re-ranking web image search results. End-users train CueFlik by providing examples of images with and without the desired characteristics. These examples are used to learn a distance metric as a weighted sum of component distance metrics (including histograms of pixel hue, saturation, luminosity, edges, global shape and texture), which it then applies with a nearest-neighbor classifier to re-rank images by their likelihood of membership in the positive class. During the iterative training process, CueFlik presents examples illustrating its current understanding of the desired concept and end-users use this presentation to decide how to further improve the system's understanding.
Our explorations with CueFlik targeted two important aspects of the end-user interactive machine learning process: (1) guiding end-users to select training examples that result in high quality concepts [2] and (2) enabling enduser exploration of multiple potential models [1] .
SOLICITING EFFECTIVE TRAINING EXAMPLES
At each step in the interactive training process, CueFlik uses a set of examples to illustrate its current understanding of the desired concept. Prior work with CueFlik [7] showed that presenting small sets of the best and worst matching (i.e., high-certainty) examples helped end-users better evaluate CueFlik's understanding compared to the standard method of presenting the entire set of ranked examples. However, because high-certainty examples are extremely similar to already labeled positive and negative examples (left, Figure 2 ), they provide little additional information to the machine learning algorithm during training.
We examined two new strategies for selecting small sets of examples that are of high-value to the machine learning algorithm and that also provide the end-user with intuitive overviews of the positive and negative regions of a space defined by a learned concept [2] (Figure 2 ). We hypothesized that these carefully chosen overview examples could guide end-users to select training examples that better steer the system towards the desired concept.
Our first strategy presents a global overview, selecting a representative set of examples to provide good coverage of the positive and negative regions. We formalized this by developing a greedy selection maximizing mutual information, building upon state-of-the-art sensorplacement methods [11] . Our second strategy emphasizes a projected overview, selecting examples that illustrate variation along major dimensions of the positive and negative regions. We formalized this by developing a non-linear projection technique similar to Principal Component Analysis and a modification of the sensorplacement strategy that we made to select examples that provide coverage of a single principle dimension but also vary as little as possible in all other dimensions (see [2] for details). We also experimented with the use of neighbors to help illustrate the important aspects of the selected instances in both techniques.
Our evaluation showed that our overview-based strategies of presenting high-value examples lead participants to train higher quality concepts than the best performing strategy in prior research (i.e., the high-certainty strategy of presenting the best and worst matches). For more details of our techniques and results see Amershi et al., UIST 2009 [2] .
EXAMINING MULITPLE POTENTIAL MODELS
During our first study, we observed that participants sometimes continued providing training examples even Figure 2 : Our overview-based presentation techniques lead people to train better concepts than the best performing technique from previous work (i.e., the high-certainty technique of presenting examples closest to those already labeled).
Our global overviews consider the entire high-dimensional space and select examples that are most representative of the full set. Our projected overviews identify principal dimensions in the space and select examples to illustrate data variation along those dimensions.
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Participant feedback indicated they often inadvertently directed CueFlik towards undesired behaviors (e.g., "it was weird, sometimes it would start out doing really well, but as I kept going it did worse"). We hypothesized that this was partly due to an implicit assumption in prior research about how people should interact with machine learning. Machine learning systems learn by generalizing from examples of classes of objects. Prior research has thus focused interaction on prompting a person to answer "what class is this object?" (e.g., [14] ). Such an approach permits simulated experiments with fully-labeled datasets. However, treating a person simply as an oracle neglects human ability to revise and experiment. We therefore hypothesized that a more effective approach may be to consider "how will different labels for these objects impact the system in relation to my goals?"
Our second investigation with CueFlik examined the impact of end-user comparison of multiple potential models during the interactive machine learning process [1] . Comparison of multiple alternatives is a proven technique in humancomputer interaction, but has not been explored in the context of people interacting with machine learning. We augmented CueFlik with support for three new approaches to exploring potential models: (1) using a history visualization to allow a person to monitor their progress and roll back to previous versions, (2) directly removing previously labeled examples if a person feels the examples could be hurting CueFlik's performance, and (3) undoing and redoing actions. Conceptually, these additions extend the traditional feedback loop by allowing a person to branch off and explore different alternatives as a part of determining how to best obtain their desired concept.
Our evaluation showed that participants readily adopted our revision mechanisms and that these led participants to achieve better quality models in the same amount of time than when revision was not available. 
COMPUTER NETWORK ALARM TRIAGE
While CueFlik provided a convenient test bed for exploring new end-user interaction strategies with machine learning, like most prior interactive machine learning systems, it operated in a pool-based static environment. However, we believe interactive machine learning can also impact many dynamic scenarios (e.g., organizing continuous data streams such as emails, social network updates, and RSS feeds).
In our second exploration, we endeavored to improve the dynamic and high impact process of network alarm triage by carefully designing and implementing an interactive machine learning system we call CueT [3] . Alarm triage is the first line of defense for modern computer networks. Triage refers to grouping and prioritizing a stream of low-level device health information (e.g., high utilization and fan failure alarms) to help operators find and fix problems in networks. It is critical that triage is fast and accurate so operators are not misled and problems are identified and resolved quickly.
CueT uses interactive machine learning to constantly learn from operator triage actions and to assist them by providing recommendations on how to group incoming alarms based on the learned currently learned model (Figure 3 ). CueT consists of two interacting components: (1) a distance-based interactive machine learning engine for making triage recommendations for a stream of alarms and constantly evolving groups with an (2) an interface to assist operators in inspecting the recommendation quality and feeding operator actions back into the learning system. CueT illustrates recommendation quality via a novel visualization designed to encourage inspection of comparable recommendations [3] . Traditional distance-based recommendation systems would simply arbitrarily order comparable recommendations in a list. However, an arbitrary ordering presents a false sense of confidence in recommendations and is therefore inappropriate for alarm triage and many scenarios where accurate classification is critical. Doctoral Symposium UIST '11, October 16-19, 2011 , Santa Barbara, CA, USA Our evaluation showed that network operators could triage alarms faster and more accurately with CueT's carefully designed interactive machine learning and visualizations than with their traditional method of triage. For details of our stream-based interactive machine learning and visualization techniques, see Amershi et al., CHI 2011 [3] .
ACCESS CONTROL IN SOCIAL NETWORKS
I am currently exploring end-user interactive machine learning for access control in social networking sites like Facebook. Current methods for access control are largely manual or rule-based. For example, Facebook provides functionality for people to create "friend groups" by manually selecting friends from an alphabetical list. Although this enables fine-grained access control, the selection process is tedious and error prone. At the other extreme, Facebook also provides an efficient but limited mechanism for selecting from a set of pre-defined groups such as "Everyone" or "Friends of friends". We hypothesize that end-user interactive machine learning can strike a balance here by enabling people to efficiently and intuitively define customized groups by example.
Our implementation of an end-user interactive machine learning system for access control in Facebook is ongoing. Unlike in our previous research, in this work we will investigate end-user interaction with both examples and features used in the machine learning algorithm (e.g., interaction-based features such as the amount and recency of communication, as well as demographic features such as home town and workplace). People often interact with features or facets in online search engines and e-commerce web-sites. However, this process can become cumbersome as the numbers of features grow. We hypothesize that interactive machine learning can play an important role in managing this growth (e.g., organizing or visualizing features based on importance learned during interaction) while helping people accomplish their goals (e.g., finding people or items). Therefore, this research can potentially impact other systems involving feature-an example-based interaction. Like CueFlik and CueT, this implementation can also serve as a test-bed for exploring future designs of effective end-user interaction with machine learning.
CONCLUSION AND IMPACT
My dissertation work aims to advance our understanding of how to design effective end-user interaction with machine learning systems. To this end, I have attempted to target a range of important aspects of end-user interactive machine learning in a variety of compelling applications.
My end-goal is to impact the design of future of interactive machine learning systems, accelerating their integration in to our everyday lives. Therefore, throughout my work I have endeavored to design techniques independent of application and domain specific features. For example, CueFlik's overview-based example selection techniques are independent of image-specific features and could be used in order domains involving example-based training. Similarly, CueFlik's revision mechanisms and CueT's recommendation quality visualization are independent of images and alarms. Thus, these techniques and my ongoing work could impact future applications of interactive machine learning and encourage careful consideration of both humans and machines in their design.
